
WAVEMAKER
T I M E  T O  B L A S T  T H O U G HC O A C H I N G  P R O G R A M M E

SPEAKING
AMBITION



In the modern world, our human

skills, our ingenuity and curiosity

have now become the most

valuable skill set. Our value lies in

the impact we make in the word. 

Training in the past may not have

prepared you for what lies ahead,

leaving you with the feeling you're

not reaching your full potential 

TAKE YOURSELF
TO THE NEXT
LEVEL 

THE IMPACT AND
EXPERIENCE YOU CREATE IN
FINANCE IS WHERE YOUR
TRUE VALUE LIES 

92% 
YOUR SOFT SKILLS ARE

EQUAL, IF NOT MORE
IMPORTANT THAN
TECHNICAL SKILL 

TOP TRENDS IN
FINANCE 2019 



Feeling stuck, overwhelming

awareness that you're not

achieving your fullest  potential

SYMPTOMS OF LOW
IMPACT 

LOW IMPACT AFFECTS YOUR:
 

CONFIDENCE 

REPUTATION  

VALUE  

Frustration that it takes so much

effort to lead the changes you see

as essential and valuable

The quality of your work is not

understood or valued as  it should

be  



HOW CAN YOU
EXPRESS YOUR
VALUE?

When you connect, influence and
affect in finance you become a
wavemaker 

CONNECT 

AFFECT INFLUENCE

IMPACT

CONNECT

To people on a human level, recognising

emotions and understanding how they

affect our behaviour

INFLUENCE

AFFECT

To demonstrate and influence positive

chance in others, sharing insights that are

clear and understandable

Speaking and communicate in a

confidence and adaptable style to build

trusted relationships



WIDE  AWAKE 

THE 5 PILLARS OF A
WAVEMAKER

FORGE STRONG ALLIES

EXPRESS  ACTIONABLE IDEAS

SPEAKING  SKILLS TO AMPLIFY

VALUE ABILITIES & PURPOSE

Reveal your unique  behaviour and personality traits when
communicating, and how these influence your relationships and
confidence

Using all the included skills, challenge yourself to reach
people on any platform, being in control of your voice, body
langauge and emotions. 

Leverage stakeholder relationships using emotional intelligence
and understanding personalities. 

Share information in a way that connects to different
personalities, and how to shape numbers into story
structures.

Confidently clear on the value you provide, and what purpose
that serves for you



W A V E S

CREATE IMPACT 

CREATE CHANGE

CREATE THE FUTURE



Increase your profile

Feel fulfilled, less stressed and at your best 

Ignite positive change

Lead with purpose

Have work  valued and recognised

Build effective relationships

W A V E S

The results of
creating WAVES

The results you experience

AFFECT

INFLUENCE

CONNECT

NOT GETTING
DESIRED
RESULTS

WHEN YOU
SPEAK

NOT BUILDING
THE

RELATIONSHIPS
YOU NEED

CAN'T CREATE
THE CHANGE

YOU WANT



HOW THE
PROGRAMME IS
STRUCTURED

90 MINUTE EVALUATION 
 

DISC ASSESSMENT
 

6  HOUR-LONG COACHING SESSIONS
 

3 MENTORING HOURS
 

EXERCISES AND WORKSHEETS
 

COMPLIMENTARY ACCESS TO 4 MASTERCLASSES 
 

EMAIL SUPPORT 
 

With your time is valuable as your skills, we approach your coaching to work for your

timetable, whilst giving you practical exercises to get you using your communication

skills. The programme can be spread out over a 6 month period.

COACHING DESIGNED TO SUIT VERY BUSY PEOPLE 

CHANGING
YOUR HABITS
TAKES 21-66
DAYS

Changing your neural pathways takes longer

than a few hours in a week Change happens

when you apply your learnings every week,

with small regular updates. 



MEET THE
COACH

Alexandra is a speaking and impact coach,

working with finance leaders in the U.K., Hong

Kong, The US and Australia. 

Starting in global finance, Alexandra took a turn

and followed a passion to study voice and

stage performance, earning a diploma in Acting

and a further degree in Applied Theatre from

one of the U.K.'s top 10 Drama Schools.  

Alexandra has been working as a facilitator and  

communication / impact coach for 12 years,

during which time she also founded a digital

accounting practice and consults in voice and

performance skills in London's West End. 

ALEXANDRA 
BOND BURNETT

FEATURED
PUBLICATIONS

AWARD-WINNING ACCOUNTING
ENTREPRENEUR, PODCAST HOST,
SPEAKER, WRITER, VOICE AND IMPACT
COACH 

Alexandra uses goal oriented coaching, and is

currently on her way to becoming accredited

to the ICF's standards, and is also a certified

DISC Practitioner.

With her energised style Alexandra using

coaching techniques to give you space to

discover and challenge you when you need it

Her coaching approach is to get you 100%

comfortable with your voice, and then

challenge you with the strong questions you

never get asked. 

WHAT IS ALEXANDRA'S
COACHING STYLE?



WHO IS THIS
PROGRAMME  
FOR?

This programme is for finance and

accounting professionals who need to

have strong, impactful human

relationships to make thier work

exceptional.

 People who want to be the best they

can be, delivering outstanding

accounting services. 

be bespoke to your needs

expand your confidence 

raise your EQ (Emotional Quotient)

and leadership skills

teach you outstanding presentation

skills

Challenge you understand yourself,

your team and your clients. 

This programme will:

teach you to make powerpoints 

force you into a cookie cutter method

of speaking 

work, unless you commit your energy

into the process  

This programme will NOT:



W A V E M A K E R
P R O G R A M M E  

1 x 90 minute Reveal Coaching 

DISC personality profiling

6 x 1 hour coaching sessions

3 x Mentor / training sessions 

Support materials and exercises

4 Presentation Clinic feedback

Email support (within 2 days)

JOIN THE
PROGRAMME

£2700 inc VAT
(installment plans available)

I'M READY

https://calendly.com/alexandrabb/15min


WHAT MY
CLIENTS SAY

Jay Wilson J’Accountancy
Having come this far in my career, I wasn’t

going to risk social anxiety ruining it. I

wanted to gain confidence to deliver

presentations. It was nerve-wracking, but

the social anxiety didn’t come back. Instead,

I found myself speaking for 10 minutes on

my topic. It was a real breakthrough.  The

experience of presenting professionally with

Alexandra’s advice has instilled a new

confidence in me when presenting.

SERVING
CLIENTS AT

John Bidwell, MD Bidwells

Accountants
"Yesterday I spent the day at Xero HQ

learning from Alexandra Bond Burnett.

Today I put what I learnt into practice, apart

from the golf swing the meeting couldn't

have gone any better"

Lorna Leonard - FD 
“The training far exceeded my expectations!

I found it very valuable - thank you!”

Christopher Bensted Smith 
"It was pretty cool how you can direct your

voice/vocal chords out through certain

areas... did not know you can do that. I

suppose I’ve been utterly ignorant of the

power of our voicebox so I’m quite excited

to harness it and use it to help me help

more people."



YOU REALLY CHALLENGED
ME TO GROW. SINCE
STARTING MY CONFIDENCE
HAS GROWN PRESENTING 

YOU TAUGHT ME THE IDEAS
BUT IT WAS ONLY WHEN
YOU GOT ME USING THEM
THAT I UNDERSTOOD, 

 
Senior Accountant, Swiss Re HK

HELLO@SPEAKINGAMBITION.COM



Creating waves in the world

As a company, we uphold ourselves to the same
values to ask of our clients. To make in impact. 

We are committed to making an impact in the
world through the way we connect, influence
affect. 

For each programme we deliver, we donate a
portion of the profit to financially empowering
communities in need.  

Education supplies for
girls to learn maths in
Africa

Pro bono support for
charities and the NHS



Cancellation Policy

 We have a strict 48 hour working hours cancellation

policy in place for sessions. This offers a degree of

flexibility to our clients as well as protecting the

coaches and respecting their time. While there is a 48

hour cancellation policy we appreciate you giving as

much notice as possible so that we can try to refill your

session. For the purpose of this policy, and in order to

protect our coaches, please note that sickness is

regarded as a cancellation but we will reschedule

where possible. Two complete working days notice are

required to cancel - not including weekends (i.e. you

must cancel on a Friday for the following Tuesday) -

otherwise 100% of the session fee is chargeable.

The copyright and all other intellectual property rights

in all courses developed under the provisions shall

remain the sole and exclusive property of Bond

Ambition Ltd.  The Customer undertakes that it will not

copy or permit the copying of course materials, nor

disclose or permit disclosure or sell or hire the same to

third parties, nor use the same for running the

customer’s own courses unless the express written

permission of Bond Ambition Ltd is given.

Registered Address, Bond Ambition Ltd, Sunnybank House, High Street, Mayfield East Sussex, TN20 6AA

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS 

alexandra@speakingambition.com

Email Address

+44 333 21 007 21

Phone Number

SPEAKING AMBITION: EVOLVE

"I was gently pulled out of my comfort zone and left the

session, not only with useful techniques that apply to

my work, but also valuable skills that will enable

growth in my role. I now have a better understanding

of how to communicate effectively" .

Jade Hall 

Refunds

As a consumer, you have the right to cancel a

contract for the provision of services at any time

before 14 calendar days have passed from the day

after the package was purchased if no sessions are

utilised. Any such cancellations must be provided to

us in writing. If we have already started fulfilling our

side of the contract, i.e. delivering the sessions, we

will deduct the price of individual sessions (at the

time of purchase) from your total package price prior

to calculating your refund. You will not be refunded

any discounts.

Client/Coach Relationship

 We are committed to supporting you to be a strong

and confident communicator. We use our techniques

to help you to increase effectiveness, clarity and

engagement in your communication. Together with

your coach you will create a plan that works for you.

You will always be able to discuss the shape of your

sessions and change or adjust your course

programme throughout. We promise to provide you

with a place of support, positive feedback and a safe

and stimulating environment. Like most work of this

nature, there are no guarantees and the process

works better the more effort you put in. Therefore we

ask you to engage with the process and put work in

between sessions. We know this can be difficult with

your busy lives, but it will be worth it.


